Two Stage Level Threshold*
Install Guide

1. Dig trench (if appliable) of 250mm min to allow depth of channel including 100mm to allow for bed of concrete
or concrete patties to set channel onto
2. Set up a string line beside the cladding at the desired height of channel (usually FFL) This line should be the
set level as the fall is built into the channel.

3. All channel sections are numbered when delivered to correspond with an easy to follow layout map as per
architectural design.
4. The channel has been developed using a bolt together joining system to enable contractors to join the sections
together easily for a straight consistent outside edge once the concrete has been poured.
5. Set channel up on either a bed of concrete or concrete patties and where possible haunch channel in place up
to 60mm below the top edge of channel.

6. Ideally leave bed of concrete and haunching to set for two days prior to pouring the finish surface slab.

7. Once channel is installed and all cladding/joinery is completed measurements for grate width is required.
Our Accrete Two Stage Level Threshold grates change in width to allow for different cladding/joinery types
and widths. This ensures a straight outside edge of the channel yet still meeting required New Zealand’s E2
building standards.

8. Tight measurements are required for grates and when manufacturing Accrete will make allowances to ensure
consistent high standards without compromising the look and design in accordance with the architectural
design.
9. All grates arrive to site covered with an easily removed protective wrap to prevent any scratching on route
and when installing onto channel.

Accrete Design’s team are always happy to provide advice on products and assist with any questions from initial
building design to onsite trouble shooting.

*Accrete Design’s Level Threshold Two Stage Grate System is Patent in New Zealand and Australia

